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Abstract

This paper contains the results of numerous investigations on the relationships of 20 IRT-
models and 10 measurement properties. They are captured in single table called a Reference
Card. For most known relationships a reference is given, and the unknown relationships are
explained in the remainder of the paper.

Keywords: overview, item response theory, polytomous items.

1 Introduction

Researcliers in the behavioral, educational, marketing and medical sciences frequently encounter

the rieed to use tests. Often these tests contain polytomous items, items with more than two

categories. For the statistical analysis of these tests a vast amount of techruques is available, so

choosing a particular method is not a trivial matter. A guideline for choosing a particular method

or not could be the presence or absence of various statistical properties of interest. In the field of

itern response theory (IRT) -a theoretical framework for the analysis of items in a test-, recently

a nurnber of papers have investigated the relationships between models for polytomous items and

statistical properties (e.g. Akkermans, 1999, Hemker, Sijtsma, Molenaar 8L Junker, 1996, 1997;

Mellenbergh, 1995, in progress; Samejima, 1995; Sijtsma 8z Hemker, 1998). The major focus of

these papers was to investigate whether model A has property Ci.

In this paper also investigate tlre relationships between models for polytomous items and statis-

tical properties but take a different approach. We aim to derive a common conceptual framework

within which many of the polytomous IRT-models and statistical properties can be unified. This

unified frame is presented in Table 1, whicli we call a Reference Card. It contains the results of

numerous investigations on the relationships of 20 IRT-models and 10 measurement properties.

The importance of such a unified approach is that it reveals tlre hierarchical structure of IRT-

models and properties at glance, which can serve as a base for comparing different models. More-

over,the Reference Card summarizes much of the existing literature in a single table.

For the unified approach we define both the IRT-models and the properties as a set of assump-

tions. This makes it possible not only to investigate the relationships of a model and a property,

but also the relationships of two models and tlre relationships of two properties. Moreover, we

do not only investigate whether a model has a property, but we extended this to a more precise
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np-GRM
ISOP
DMM
SDMM
np-PCM
np-SM
2p(i)-GRM
lp-GRM
lp-GRM-(R)
2p(ix)-PCM
2p(i)-PCM
2p(x)-PCM
lp-PCM
lp-PCM (R)
2p(ix)-SM
2p(i)-SM
2p(x)-5M
lp-SM
lp-SM (R)
AM
M (GRM)
M (PCM)
M (SM)
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description of tlre relationship.

First, we explain the syrnbols in the Reference Card. Next, we briefly discuss the models

(Sectiorr 2) and properties (Section 3) under study. In Section 4, we give definitions, tlieorems

and examples, which determine the relationships of the models and properties. In Section 5,

we explairr how these definitions, theorems and examples yield the relationships in tlre Reference

Card. Moreover, we add some proofs and examples for relationships that were not known tlrus far.

Section 6 is tlre discussion.

In tlre Reference Card of Table 1 we define models as a set of assumptions, and we always

assume unidirner~sionality (U) and local independence (LI). For example, the nonparametric graded

response model (np-GRM, see Hemker et al., 1996) assumes the properties Monotonicity (M),

Unidimensionality (U) and Local Independence (LI). Therefore, we call all models that satisfy tlre

properties of M, U and LI nonparametric Graded Response Models. We discuss these properties
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Figure 1: Two sets of IRT models.

later on (see Section 3).

In the Reference Card the statistical properties are also defined as a set of assumptions. For

example, the property of monotone likelihood ratio in the sum score (MLR Xt) is tlre set of models

for which the assumptions U, LI and MLR X} hold.

We will compare two sets of assumptions, A and Ci say, at the time. A and Ci make up three

subsets, A`Ci, A(~ Ci and 13 `A (see Figure 1). These three subsets yield five different relationships

of A and 13 (see Table 2), dependirig on whether subsets are empty or not. In Table 2"0" indicates

arr empty subset and "." indicates a subset that is not ernpty.

As an example we explain the relationslup between the partial credit model (PCM [here denoted

as lp-PCM]; Masters, 1982) and the property of monotone likelihood ratio of the unweighted total

score (MLR Xf). In terms of Table 2 the three subsets are

lp-PCM LR X~

Because the lp-PCM always has MLR X} (see Hemker et al., 1996), "lp-PCM ` MLR X}" is

empty and "lp-PCM (~ MLR X~" is not empty. However, not every model that has MLR X~ is

satisfies tlre conditions of a lp-PCM (see for example Example 18 in the Appendix), and therefore,
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Table 2: Five possible relationships óetweer~ two sets of rrtodels

Relation between implication symbol in

the sets A and Ci Reference Card

A and 13 are conjunct. ~

A~13. a

A arrd Ci are disjoint. ~

A

A~Ci.

"MLR Xt ` lp-PCM" is not empty. The relationslup between the lp-PCM and models that have

MLR X} will be denoted as "~" in the Reference Card.

2 Models

2.1 Classes of Models

Before we discuss tlre models in the Reference Card, we discuss some general notation. We assume

that a test consists of L polytomous items, irrdexed by i.. Each item has m 1 2 categories, indexed

by x. We assume that a urudirnensional latent trait, denoted by B, establishes the probability

Xi - x, wlrere Xi is the discrete response to item i. X} -~t 1 Xi is the unweighted total

score. Analogously to Samejima ( 1972; 1995), tlre probability that a respondent witlr a fixed latent

trait value 9 chooses category x on item i is denoted as P(Xi - x~B) and called the operating

characteristic (OC). The probability that a respondent witlr a fixed latent trait value chooses at
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least category x on item i, P(Xi ~ x~9), is called the cumulative operatiug characteristic (COC).

Orre can distinguish three classes of ordered polytomous IRT models (Agresti, 1990; Mellen-

bergh, 1995; and Molenaar, 1983). Each class uses a different functional form to satisfy tlre order

of the item-steps, wlrich is called the item steP respor~se fuuction (ISRF).

l. The order restrictions of Cumulative Probability Models are satisfied by a cumulative splitting

of the categories (see Mellenbergh, in progress), which yields an ISRF that equals the COC,

namely

P(Xi 1 x~B). (1)

Cumulative Probability Models are indicated by "GRM" in the Reference Card, after the

best known exponent, the Graded Response Model ( Samejima, 1969).

2. Tlre order restrictions of Adjacent Category Models are satisfied by an adjacent-category

splitting of tlre categories (see Mellenbergh, in progress), which yields the following ISRF:

P(Xi - x~9)
P(Xi - x~9) -f- P(Xi - x- 1 ~9) .

(2)

Adjacent Category Models are irrdicated by "PCM" in the Reference Card, after the best

known exponent, the Partial Credit Model (Masters, 1982).

3. Tlre order restrictions of Contiv,uatiov, Ratio Models are satisfied by a continuation splitting

of the categories (see Mellenbergh, in progress), which yields the following ISRF:

P(Xt ~ x~9)
(3)P(X1 ~ x - 1~9) ~

Equation 3 was already used by Samejima ( 1972). Continuation Ratio Models are indicated

by "SM" in the Reference Card, after the best known exponent, the Sequential Model ( `I~rtz,

1990).

Otlier classifications are provided by Mellenbergh (in progress), who proposed the same classifi-

cation as above, but added a class of unordered nominal response models; Thissen and Steinberg

(1986), who consider Difference Models, Divide-by-Total Models and Left-Side Added Models (see

also Hemker et al., 1997, who added a nonparametric class); and Van Engelenburg (1997, Chapter

2), who classified polytomous IRT models by the nature of the task that corresponds to a model.
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2.2 Parametric and nonparametric models

The three classes can be divided into parametric and nonparametric models. The nonparametric

models, indicated by "np" in the Refererrce Card, have no pararneterization of the ISRF and consist

of various ordinal assumptions about the ISRF. All IRT models satisfy tlre followirrg assumptions:

Local independence of the item responses (LI; Lord 8L Novick, 1968, p360-362). LI means that

witlun any group of respondents, all characterized by the same values 9- B1i ..., 9~, the

conditional distributions of the item scores are all independent of each other, i.e.

L

.f (x1 ~ . . . i ~L I e) - ~ f (~il e)-
i-1

(4)

Unidi~nensiorcality (U) of the latent trait, i.e. only one laterrt trait generates the responses to the

items,

9-81 -B.

Monotonicity (M), i.e. the COC,

(5)

P(Xi ~~~B) is monotonically nondecreasing in 8. (6)

These three assumptions define the nonparametric Graded Response Model (np-GRM). The com-

bined properties of LI, U, and M are also known as "monotone unidimensional representation"

(Junker 8L Ellis, 1997) or "strictly unidimensional" representation (Junker, 1993). For dichoto-

rnous models tliere is literature in which weakening of these three assumptions is investigated. We

refer the interested reader to Stout (1990), Junker (1991, 1993), Ellis and Van derr Wollenberg

(1993) and Junker and Ellis (1997).

Additionally, nonparametric models may be subject to the following assumptions:

Douóle 7aor~otonicity ( DM),

P(X; ~ c~La) ~ P(X~ 1 k~f~), (7}

i.e. beside M(see Equation 6) it is assumed that tlre COCs do not intersect (see Molenaar,

1997).

Strong double rraonotoriicity ( SDM),

P(Xi ~~~B) C P(X~ 1 x~8), (8)
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i.e. the COCs do not irrtersect, and they are invariantly ordered over items (see Sijtsma 8L

Hernker, 1998).

Not every cornbination of class x assumption has been proposed as an IRT model. For reasons of

space we restrict ourselves to tlrose models that have been proposed in the literature, namely:

The "np-GRM" is equivalent to the Ho~rtogeneous Monotonicity Moded (MHM; Molenaar, 1991),

it assumes U, LI and M, and is tlre least restrictive model we discuss.

Tlre Double Monotonicity Model (DMM; Molenaar, 1997) assumes U, LI, M and DM.

The Strong Double Monotonicity Model (SDMM; Sijtsma 8i Hemker, 1998) assumes U, LI, M,

DM and SDM.

Sclreibleclrner (1995) introduced isotonic ordinal probabilistic ~nodels (ISOP-models). Junker

(1998) pointed out that the ordinal assumptions of the weakly ordered ISOP-~nodels on whiclr

we will concentrate, are essentially equivalent to LI, U, M, and weak iterrc independence a

rnore general assumption of SDM (see also Sijtsma 8z Hemker, 1998).

Tlre nonparametric partial credit model (np-PCM), and the nonparametric sequential model (np-

SM) (see Hemker, 1996, Chapter 6) assume LI, U, and a monotonically nondecreasing ISRF,

[M (PCM) and M(SM) respectively]. Both M(PCM) and M(SM) imply (M). As far as we

know no other restrictions for nonparametric models of the PCM-class or SM-class have been

proposed.

The parametric models have a pararnetric function for the ISRF, which often takes the form

ISRF - exP(aix[9 - bi~]) (9)
1 ~- exp(ai~[8 - b~x]) ~

Tlre parameters ai~ are known as discri7nination pararraeters, and bzx are known as location pa-

rarneters. For all parametric models we distinguish the following restrictions on the discrimination

parameters:

Restriction Notation in Remarks
note: aZx ~ 0 Reference Card
atx - ai~ 2p(ix)- No restrictions
a12 - az 2p(i)- Constant over categories

atx - a~ 2p(x)- Constant over items
ai~ - a 2p- Constant over items and categories
atx - 1 lp- Discrimination parameter - 1
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The locatiorr pararneters can be restricted by so called rating forrnulation (see Andrich, 1978),

i.e. tlre location is determined by an item component ( ó1) and a step component (Tx), such that

bi~ - bt ~- Tx, with ~~ T~ - 0. In the Reference Card all models with rating formulation are

indicated by "(R)", all other rnodels in the Reference Card lrave bi~ -,Qi~.

It has been stressed before (e.g. Mellenbergh, 1995), that the location parameters and discrim-

ination parameters have different interpretations irr each of the three classes, because the ISRFs

differ. Irr the GRM-class the discrimination pararneters cannot change over categories, so the

2p(ix)-GRM, and the 2p(x)-GRM do not exist. Moreover, the location parameters in the GRM-

class must be ordered over tlie categories of item, such that Qtl C Qj2 C.. . C QZ„~ ( see Samejima,

1969).

As for the nonparametric rnodels we do not present all cornbinations of parameterizations and

classes, arrd we restrict ourselves to:

1. the Graded Response Model [2p(i)-GRM; Samejirna, 1969 (homogeneous case)], a GRM with

constant discrimination parameters (lp-GRM; see Hemker, et al., 1996), and its rating scale

version [lp-GRM (R)];

2. the Partial Credit Model (lp-PCM; Masters, 1982), its rating scale version [lp-PCM (R)]

best known as the Rating Scale Model (RSM; Andrich, 1978) and its generalizations the

"generalized PCM" [2p(i)-PCM; Muraki, 1992], the 2p(x)-PCM (see Hemker et al., 1996)

and the 2p(ix)-PCM (see Thissen 8z Steinberg, 1986);

3. tlre Sequential Model ( lp-SM; Tutz, 1990) and its rating scale version [lp-SM (R); llrtz,

1990] and the following generalizations the 2p(i)-SM, the 2p(x)-SM and the 2p(ix)-SM (see

Hemker et al., 1996), and the Acceleration Model ( AM; Samejima, 1995; see also Hemker,

1996, Chapter 6) which assumes that

P(X ~ xiB) - ( exP[n~~~(e - QT2)] 1~;z'
(10}

P(X ~~- 1~9) t 1 ~- exP[Dai~(e - Q:~)] j

where ~t 1 0 is called the acceleration parameter. It may be noted that the AM is not a

logistic model for ~i ~ 1.
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3 Properties

The following properties are presented in the Reference Card:

."M (GRM)", rnonotonicity in the ISRF of the GRM-class, means that P(Xi ~ x~8) (Equa-

tion 1) is nondecreasing in 8. It may be noted that M(GRM) is equivalent to Monotonicity

(Equation 6).

."M (SM)", monotonicity in the ISRF of the SM-class, which rneans that P(x;~x~o) (Equa-P(x;~x-~~~)
tion 3) is nondecreasing in B.

."M (PCM)", rraonotonicity in the ISRF of the PCM-class, means that P(x;-xlo)
(x;-xlo)fP(x;-x-i~e)

(Equation 2) is nondecreasing in B.

. "MLR Xi", rrconotone likelihood ratio in the iterra score, means that P(x'-k~~) is nondecreasing(x~
in 6 for 0 C c C k c m(see e.g. Hemker 1996, Chapter 6).

."MLR Xt", rnonotone likelihood ratio in the unweighted total score, means that P(xf-x~B)
P(xt-~lo)

is nondecreasing in B for 0 c C C K C rnL (see e.g. Hemker et al., 1996).

."SOM Xi", stochastic ordering of the itern score by the latent trait, means that P(Xi ~

x~Bq) C P(Xti ~ x~BQ) is nondecreasing in 9 for Bq C 6B (see Hemker et al., 1997).

."SOM X{", stochastic ordering of the total score by the latent trait, means that P(Xt ~

K ~ 9,q ) G P (Xf~ K ~ BQ ) is nondecreasing in 9 for Bq c 6B (see Hemker et al., 1997) .

."SOL Xi", stochastic ordering of the latent trait by the iterri score, means that P(6 1 s~Xi -

c) C P(9 ~ s~Xz - k) is nondecreasing in B for 0 C c G k C m (see Hemker et al., 1997).

."SOL Xt", stochastic ordering of the datent trait by the total score, means that P(9 1 s~X} -

C) C P(B ~ s~X} - K) is nondecreasing in B for 0 C C G K c mL (see Hemker et al.,

1997).

."IIO", invariant iterrt ordering, means that E(X1~9) c E(X2~B) C... C E(XL~B) (see Sijtsma

8L Junker, 1996, for dichotomous items; Sijtsma 8L Hemker, 1998, for polytomous items).

Some important properties are not included in the Reference Card. The properties Ordinal Modal

Points of the OC, Unique Maximum Condition (Samejima, 1969, 1972) and Additive Relation-scale

(Akkermans, 1999) will be included in the future. The properties "Additivity" (see e.g. Jansen

8z Roskam, 1986; Samejima, 1995; Hemker, 1996) and "Scale Reversibility" (see e.g. McCullagh,
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1978, who called it palindrornic invariance) "Log odds difference", (see Mellenbergh, in progress)

wlrich is a generalization of "specific objectivity", and "Location Parameter Ordering" (see Mel-

lenbergh, in progress) do not fit in the Reference Card. These properties cannot be defined as a

single assurnption but have different definitions for different models. For example, the ordering

of the location parameters. The location parameters of the lp-PCM differ both in interpretation

and functional form from the location parameters of the lp-SM, and therefore, models that have

ordered lp-PCM location parameters in tlre differ from models that have ordered lp-SM location

pararneters.

If we wanted to include the these properties in the reference card, then we would have to split

up tlrese properties for each class of models as we did with Monotonicity (log odds difference and

location parameter ordering) or for each model separately (additivity and reversibility) .

"Psychological reality of a model", considered by Samejima (1995) cannot be expressed unam-

biguously, within a Reference Card.

4 Definitions, Theorems and Examples.

The relationships in the Reference Card are based on a number of definitions, theorems, and

examples, i.e. all relatiorrships can be deduced from these definitions, theorems and exarnples. We

use tlre relatiorral symbols from Table 2 on page 18 (~, ~, o, ~ and t~).

4.1 Definitions

Definition 1 all m,odels have U an.d LI.

We include Definition 1 to reduce the nurnber of possible rnodels. Definition 1 implies, for example,

that if we say a set of models has MLR X~., it means the set of models has MLR X~., LI and U.

F~om Definition 1 it follows that

. np-PCM t-,.M (PCM),

. np-SM t~M (SM), and

. np-GRM ~M (GRM).

The np-PCM is defined by M(PCM), U and LI (see page 8}, and the property M(PCM) is

defined as all rnodels for which M(PCM) hold. However, Definition 1 states that all models in the
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Reference Card have U and LI. Therefore, the np-PCM and the set of models that have M(PCM)

are equivalent. The sa~ne line of reasoning holds for np-SM ~M (SM), and np-GRM aM (GRM).

It is easy to verify that the property of SOM XZ ( see page 10) and M(GRM) are equivalent.

. SOM Xá ~M (GRM).

Therefore, frorn Definition 1 it also follows that

. SOM Xt ~np-GRM.

Definition 2 The híerarchical structure of the pararraetric rriodels within a cdass is defined below

and depicted by the venn-diagram in Figure 2, where the circle represents the raodels with rating

scale restrictions.

Figure 2: Hierarchical relationships between paranietric rraodels within a cdass.

The hierarchical structure of the parametric models witlun a class is as follows:

. lp (R) ~lp ~2p ~2P(1) ~2P(ix);

. lp (R) ~lp ~2p ~2p(x) ~2p(ix);

. 2P(i) o2P(x)~

12



. A special case is the Acceleration Model. Tlie 2p(ix)-SM is a special case of the Acceleration

Model,namely, when ~Z - 1, so 2p(ix)-SM ~AM.

Definition 3 SDMM ~DMM ~np-GRM

SDMM ~ISOP ~n~-GRM

Defirution 3 was discussed in Section 2.2 page 7. A graphic representation of Definition 3 is given

in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Hierarchical relationships between the SDMM, the DMM, the ISOP-rnodel and the np-

GRM.

4.2 Theorems

Theorem 1 Each ~ara~netric version of a ~nodel irnPlies the nonpara7netric version of the rnodel.

wtuch means that:

. 2p(i)-GIiM ~np-GRM;

. AM ~2p(ix)-SM ~np-SM;

. 2p(ix)-PCM ~np-PCM.

13



Proof:

All nonparametric versions of a class of models have U, LI and a monotonely nondecreasing ISRF.

All pararnetric versiorrs of a class of models lrave U, LI and a pararnetric ISRF. It is easy to verify

that all parameterizations of the ISRF as in (Equation 9) and (Equationl0) yield an ISRF that is

nondecreasing in B.

Theorem 2 np-PCM ~np-SM ~np-GRM

Theorem 2 was proven in Hemker (1996, Chapter 6).

Theorem 3 ,2p(ix)-PCM ~2p(ix)-SM ~2p(ix)-GRM

Theorem 3 means that a parametric model from one class cannot be written as a parametric

rnodel from another class. Thissen and Steinberg (1986) noted that tlre parametric PCM and the

pararnetric GRM use different functiorral forrns for the same aspects of the rnodel, and are therefore

not in the same parametric class. The same line of reasoning applies to the parametric SM models

in relation to the GRM-models and PCM-models (see also Mellenbergh, 1995).

Theorem 4 2p(i)-GRM ~np-PCM

Theorem 4 was proven by Hemker et al. (1997; Theorem 3).

Theorem 5 ~p(i)-SM ~np-PCM

Hernker ( 1996; Chapter 6; Theorem 3) proved that only parametric SMs with discrimination pa-

rameters constant over categories imply the np-PCM. So Theorem 5 follows.

Theorem 6 lp-GRM (R) ~SDMM ~ISOP ~I70

Theorem 7 SDMM ~DMM.

Theorem 8 Ip-PCM (R) ~ISOP

Tlreorem 6, Theorem 7, and Theorem 8 are deduced from Sijtsma and Hemker ( 1998). Tlrey use

a slightly different notation.

Theorem 9 Ip-PCM ~MLR X~ ~SOL X~

Hemker et al. (1996) proved that lp-PCM ~MLR (X~), and Lehrnann (1959) proved that MLR

X~. implies SOL X~, wlule Junker ( 1993; Example 4.1) provided an Example that SOL X~ does

not imply MLR X}.
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Theorem 10 np-PCM ~MLR Xi ~SOL Xt

np-PCM t~MLR Xt is a proposition proven by Hemker et al. (1997; Equation 9). MLR Xi ~SOL

Xi follows by implication from Theorem 9 if we regard X; the sum score of a single item.

Theorem 11 MLI~ X~ ~SOM Xt ~SOM X}.

MLR Xi ~SOM Xi is proven by Lehmann (1959, p74) and also follows from Theorem 13. SOM

Xt ~SOM X} is due to Hemker et al. (1997, Theorem 1).

Theorem 12 Ip-GRM ~DMM.

PxooF: The 1p-GRM has U, LI and an ISRF defined as

P(Xi ~ ~~e) - exp(e - Qzx) (11)
1 ~- exp(B - ,(jtix) .

The DMM has U, LI and double monotorucity (DM; Equation 7). So we orily have to slrow that

the ISRF in Equation 11 implies DM.

Equation 11 solely depends on the location parameters Qtx so tlrat for any item i and any

category x

exP(e - Qix) eXP(B - Qly)
Qix ) Q;y ~ P(xi ~~~B) - 1 f exP(e - Q~z) ` P(X' ' y~e) - 1 f exP(e - Qt~)

and

Qix C Qjy ~~ P(Xi ~ ~~e) - eXP(e - Qix) ~ P(X~ ) yle) - exp(9 - Qjy) (12)
- 1~- exp(B - Q~x) 1 f exp(B - Qt~) ~

wluch satisfies the DM condition in Equation 7.

Theorem 13 MLR X} ~SOM X}.

Theorem 13 was proven by Lehrnarm (1959). We give an additional proof here. Proof: MLR X}

equals

P(X} - K~BH) , P(Xrt - K~9L)
P(X~ - C~BK) - P(Xt - C~9L)

where 0 C C C K C rraL and BL C BH. This irnplies

P(Xt ~ K~BH) P(Xf) K~BL)
P(X} - C~9H) ~ P(X~ - C~BL) ~
P(X~ - C~9H) ~ P(X~. - C~9L) ~
P(X{ 1 K~BH) - P(X~. 1 K~9L)
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P(x} ~ x~eH) ~ P(x} ~ x~eL) ~
P(X} ~ K~BH) - P(Xt ~ K~BL)

P(X} ~ K~BH) , P(X} ) K~BL) -
1-P(x~ ~ x~e,~) - 1-P(x~ ~ xleL)

1 1
~

~X}~ - 1 ~xfis~K~o ~ - 1

The last inequality only holds if P(X~ ~ K~Btr) ~ P(X~ 1 K~BL), which is the property of SOM

X}. For tlre trivial case of one item i- 1 this theorem implies the left hand side of Theorem 11.

Theorem 14 Ip-SM (R) ~ISOP ~IIO

Proof: Assume that i C j implies b~ C~Z and assurne that c- b~-ó~ 1 0. Then in the lp-Sequential

Ratingscale Model [lp-SM (R)~

P(Xi ~ x~B ~- c) P(X~ 1 x~9)
P(Xi ~ x- 1~B f c) - P(X~ ~ x- 1~B)' b'x.

(13)

From the property of M(Equation 6) it follows that

P(Xt 1 x~9) P(XT ~ x~9 -t- c)
P(Xi ~ x- 1~B) C P(Xi ~ x- 1~B -F c) dx'

which irnplies

~ P(Xt ) x~B) ~~ P(X~ 1 x~B f c) b'x.
il-1~P(Xi ~x-1~B) - il-1~P(Xt1x-ll9~-c)

Tlre last irrequality is identical ( see for example Sarnejima, 1995) to

P(xi ~ x~e) ~ P(xi ~ x~e f ~); dx. (14)

Equation 14, U and LI define the ISOP model. F~om Theorem 2 of Sijtsma and Hemker (1998) it

may be concluded that Equationl4 implies the ISOP condition,

E(Xi~B) C S(X~~B),dx,B.

A similar proof appears in Hemker, van der Ark and Sijtsma ( in progress). They prove that lp-SM

(R) ~IIO.
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4.3 Examples

For soine relationships we need numerical examples to prove tlie existence of models in a subset of

A and Ci. The actual examples are given in the appendix, but an enumeration is given here.

Example 1 There ezists a Ip-GRM (R) that has MLR X~..

Example 2 There exists a Ip-GRM (R) that does not have SOL X~..

Example 3 There exists a Ip-SM (R) that has MLR X~.

Example 4 There exists a lp-SM (R) that does not have SOL Xf.

Example 5 There exists a 2p(i)-PCM that does not have SOL X}.

Example 6 There exists a 2p(x)-PCM that does not have SOL Xt.

Example 7 There exists a 2p(z)-SM that does not have SOL Xt.

Example 8 There exists a SDMM tiiat is not an np-SM and does neither have SOL Xi nor SOL

Xt.

Example 9 There exists a Ip-GRM that does not have an IIO.

Example 10 There exists a,~p(i)-GRM that is not a DMM.

Example 11 There exists a Ip-SM does not have IIO.

Example 12 There exists a 1p-SM (R) that is not a DMM.

Example 13 There exists a 1p-SM (R) that is also an SDMM.

Example 14 There exists a lp-PCM that does not have an IIO.

Example 15 There exists an 1p-PCM (R) that is also a DMM.

Example 16 There exists an Ip-PCM (R) that is not a Dlt~ili~f.

Example 17 There exists a ntodel that has SOL Xi, and SOL X}, bu.t does not have MLR Xi,

nor MLR X}, nor SOM Xi, nor SOM X.~.

Example 18 There exists a ~nodel that has SOM X~, SOL X~, and MLR X~, but does not have

SOM XZ, nor SOL Xi, nor MLR Xt.
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Example 19 There ezists a model that has SOM Xi, SOL Xi, and MLR Xi, bnt does neither have

SOL X~ nor MLR Xf.

Example 20 There e~ists a model with U and LI ticat has an IIO and does not have SOM Xi,

SOL Xi and SOL X~.

Example 4 and Example 7 are given in Hemker et al (submitted) and Example 5 is given in Hemker

et al. (1997; Example 3, respectively). Tlre remairung examples are given in tlie Appendix.

5 Relationships in the Reference Card

In this section we discuss how combinations of the definitions, theorems and examples of Section 4

yield the relationslups in the Reference Card. When the relationship between A and Ci does not

follow directly frorn one of the definitions, examples or theorems, we discuss the relationship as

follows: Each relationship, between A and Ci say, in the Reference Card is a function of three

subsets, namely A` Ci, .A n Ci and Ci `A, which can be either empty (denoted by 0) or not empty

(denoted by .). Figure 1 and Table 2 show that eaclr combination of empty and non-empty subsets

yields a specific relationship. Our strategy is to prove for each subset whether it is empty or not.

As an exarnple we explain "np-SM oSDMM" of Table 3(top).

. In the first column of Table 3 we give tlre three subsets, the first subset contains all models

that are np-SMs but are not SDMMs (np-SM ` SDMM).

. In the second column we indicate that this subsets is not empty.

. In the third column we proof that this subset is not empty, because Example 11 (A lp-SM

that does not have an IIO) is an np-SM which follows from Theorem 1 and Example 11 is not

an SDMM, because a SDMM implies an IIO, which follows from Theorem 6. The other two

subsets (np-SM (~ SDMM and SDMM ` np-SM) are not empty either. From Table 2 it can

be seen tlrat tluee non-empty subsets imply that the np-SM and the SDMM are conjunct.

We discuss the relationships between models in the following order: nonparametric models (Sec-

tion 5.1), parametric models (Section 5.2) and nonparametric vs. parametric models (Section 5.3).

We discuss the remaining relationships row-wise, with monotonicity in Section 5.4, with MLR in

Section 5.5, with SOM in Section 5.6, witli SOL in Section 5.7 and with IIO in Section 5.8.
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5.1 Relationships among Nonparametric Models

The relationships between the np-PCM, the np-SM, and the np-GRM follow from Theorem 2.

The relationslups between the np-GRM, the DMM, the ISOP-model, and the SDMM follow from

Definition 3(see also Section 2.2). The ISOP-model and the DMM are conjunct, because they

are both implied by the SDMM and both a special case of the np-GRM. However, they are not

equivalent because the model assumptions are different (see Sijtsma 8z Hemker, 1998).

The remaining six cells in the part of tlie reference card that deals with the nonparametric

models show the conjunct-symbol. The proofs are given in Table 3.

Table 3: Some proofs for the relationship between nonpara-

metric models. 0 means that the subset is empty, . means

that the subset is not empty

subset value proof
np-SM ` SDMM . Example 11 ~np-SM (Theorem 1).

Example 11 ~SDMM (Theorem 6).
np-SM (~ SDMM . Example 13 ~np-SM (Theorem 1).

Example 13 ~SDMM.
SDMM ` np-SM . Example 8 ~SDMM.

Example 8 ~np-SM.
The proof that the DMM and the ISOP-model have a conjunct relationship with the
np-SM is also based on Example 11, Example 13 and Example 8 in a very similar way as
the proof of relationship between the np-SM and the SDMM and is, therefore, oinitted.
np-PCM ` SDMM . Example 11 ~np-PCM (Definition 2, Theorem 5).

Exarnple 11 ,-4SDMM (Theorem 6).
np-PCM (~ SDMM . Example 15 ~np-PCM (Theorem 1).

Example 15 ~SDMM (Theorem 8, Definition 3).
SDMM ` np-PCM . Example 8 ~SDMM.

Example 8 ~np-PCM.
The proof that the DMM and the ISOP-model have a conjunct relationship with the
np-PCM is also based on Example 11, Example 15 and Exarnple 8 in a very similar
way as the proof of relatior~ship between the np-PCM and the SDMM and is, therefore,
omitted.

5.2 Relationships Among Parametric Models

The hierarchical relationships within a class of models follow from Definition 2. F~om Theorem 3

it follows that parametric models from different classes are disjoint.
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5.3 Relationships Between Nonparametric Models and Parametric Models

5.3.1 Parametric Models and the np-GRM, the np-PCM and the np-SM

First we give the relationships between the parametric models and the np-GRM, the np-SM and

the np-PCM. From Theorem 3 and Definition 2 it follows that all parametric GRMs imply the np-

PCM, the np-SM and the np-GRM. From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 it follows that all parametric

PCMs imply the np-PCM, the np-SM and the np-GRM. From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 it follows

that all parametric SMs imply the np-SM and the np-GRM. Moreover, from Theorem 4 it follows

that all parametric SMs with discrimination parameters constant over categories parameters imply

the np-PCM. The parametric SMs with a discrimination parameters variable over categories [the

AM, the 2p(ix)-SM and the 2p(x)-SM] are conjunct with the np-PCM. (see Table 4).

5.3.2 Parametric Models and the ISOP-Model, the DMM and the SDMM

First, we explain the relationships between the parametric GRMs and the ISOP-model, the DMM

and the SDMM. The relationship between the lp-GRM (R) with the ISOP-model, the DMM,

and the SDMM follows directly from Theorem 6 and Theorem 7. The proofs of the rema,ining

relationships [2p(i)-GRM, lp-GRM] are given in Table 4.

Second we show proofs of the relationships between the parametric PCMs and the ISOP-model,

the DMM and the SDMM in Table 4. Third, we show proofs of the relationships between the

parametric SMs and the ISOP-model, the DMM and the SDMM in Table 4.

Table 4: Some proofs for the redationship between some para-
metric models. 0 means that the subset is empty, . means
that the subset is not empty

subset value proof
2p(x)-SM ` np-PCM . Example 7 ~2p(x)-SM.

Example 7 ~np-PCM.
2p(x)-SM (~ np-PCM . lp-SM ~2p(x)-SM (Definition 2).

lp-SM ~np-PCM (Definition 2, Theorem 2).
np-PCM ` 2p(x)-SM . 2p(i)-GRM ~np-PCM (Theorem 4).

2p(i)-GRM ~2p(x)-SM (Theorem 3).
The proof that the parametric generalizations of the 2p(x)-SM, i.e. the 2p(ix)-SM and
the AM have a conjunct relationship with the np-PCM is also based on Example 7, the
lp-SM and the 2p(i)-GRM. in a very similar way as the proof of relationship between
the 2p(x)-SM and the np-PCM and is, therefore, omitted.
Table 4 cootinued on the following page.
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Table 4: (continued)

subset value proof
lp-GRM ` ISOP . Example 9 ~lp-GRM.

Example 9 ~SISOP (Theorem 6).
lp-GRM (~ ISOP . lp-GRM (R) ~lp-GRM (Definition 2).

lp-GRM (R) ~ISOP (Theorem 5).
ISOP ` lp-GRM . Example 8~ISOP (Theorem 5).

Example 8~lp-GRM (Theorem 1 and Theorem 1).
lp-GRM ` DMM 0 Theorem 12.
lp-GRM (~ DMM . Theorem 12.
DMM ` lp-GRM . Example 8~DMM (Theorem 5).

Example 8~lp-GRM (Theorem 1 and Theorem 1).
lp-GRM ` SDMM . Example 9 ~lp-GRM.

Example 9 ~SDMM (Theorem 6).
lp-GRM n SDMM . lp-GRM (R) ~lp-GRM (Definition 2).

lp-GRM (R) ~SDMM (Theorem 5).
SDMM ` lp-GRM . Example 8 ~SDMM.

Example 8 ~ lp-GRM.
The proofs that the 2p(i)-GRM has a conjunct relationship with the SDMM and the
ISOP-model is also based on Example 9, the lp-GRM (R) and Example 8, in a very
similar way as the proof of relationship between the lp-GRM and the SDMM and the
proof of relationslup between tlre lp-GRM and the ISOP-model, respectively. Therefore,
these are omitted.
2p(i)-GRM ` DMM . Exarnple 10 ~2p(i)-GRM.

Example 10 ~DMM.
2p(i)-GRM (~ DMM . lp-GRM (R) ~2p(i)-GRM (Definition 2).

lp-GRM (R) ~DMM (Theorem 6 and Theorem 7).
DMM ` 2p(i)-GRM . Example 8~DMM (Theorem 7).

Example 8,~2p(i)-GRM (Theorem 2 and Theorern 4).
lp-PCM (R) ` ISOP 0 Theorem 8.
lp-PCM (R) (~ ISOP . Theorem 8.
ISOP ` lp-PCM (R) . Example 8~ISOP (Theorem 6).

Example 8 ~41p-PCM (R) (Theorern 1).
lp-PCM `ISOP . Exarnple 14 ~lp-PCM.

Exarnple 14 ,-~ISOP (Theorem 6).
lp-PCM (~ ISOP . lp-PCM (R) ~lp-PCM (Definition 2).

lp-PCM (R) ~ISOP (Theorem 8).
ISOP ` lp-PCM . Example 8~ISOP (Theorem 6}.

Example 8~lp-PCM (Theorem 10 and Theorem 1).
The proofs that the parametric generalizations of the lp-PCM, i.e. the 2p(i)-PCM, the
2p(x)-PCM, and the 2p(ix)-PCM have a conjunct relationship with the ISOP are also
based on Example 14, the lp-PCM (R) and Example 8 in a very similar way as the proof
of relationship betweerr the lp-PCM and the ISOP-model and are, therefore, omitted.
lp-PCM (R) `DMM . Example 16 ~lp-PCM (R).

Example 16 ~DMM.
Table 4 continued on the following page.
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Table 4: (continued)

subset value proof
lp-PCM (R) (~ DMM . Example 15 ~lp-PCM (R).

Example 15 ~DMM.
DMM ` lp-PCM (R) . Example 8~DMM (Theorem 7).

Example 8 ~lp-PCM (R) (Theorem 1).
The proofs that the pararnetric generalizations of the lp-PCM (R), i.e. the lp-PCM, the
2p(i)-PCM, the 2p(x)-PCM, and the 2p(ix)-PCM have a conjunct relationship with the
DMM are also based on Example 16, Example 15, and Example 8 in a very sirnilar way
as the proof of relationship between the lp-PCM (R) and the DMM and are, therefore,
omitted. Moreover, these proofs can be generalized with the same examples to show a
conjunct relationship between the parametric PCMs and the SDMM.
lp-SM (R) ` ISOP 0 Theorem 14.
lp-SM (R) (~ ISOP . Theorem 14.
ISOP ` lp-SM (R) . Example 8~ISOP (Theorem 6).

Example 8 ~lp-SM (R) (Theorem 1).
lp-SM ` ISOP . Example 11 ~lp-SM.

Example 11 ~ISOP.
lp-SM (~ ISOP . lp-SM (R) ~lp-SM (Definition 2).

lp-SM (R) ~ISOP (Theorem 14).
ISOP ` lp-SM . Example 8~ISOP (Theorem 6).

Example 8 ~lp-SM (Theorem 1).
The proofs that the parametric generalizations of the lp-SM, i.e. the 2p(i)-SM, the
2p(x)-SM, and the 2p(ix)-SM and the AM have a conjunct relationship with the ISOP-
model are also based on Example 11, the lp-SM (R) and Example 8 in a very similar way
as the proof of relationship between the lp-SM and the ISOP-model and are, therefore,
omitted.
lp-SM (R) ` DMM . Example 12 ~lp-SM (R).

Example 12 ~DMM.
lp-SM (R) (~ DMM . Example 13 ~lp-SM (R).

Example 13 ~DMM.
DMM ` lp-SM (R) . Example 8~DMM (Theorem 7).

Example 8 ~lp-SM (R) (Theorem 1).
The proofs that the parametric generalizations of the lp-SM (R}, i.e. the lp-SM, the
2p(i)-SM, the 2p(x)-SM, and tlre 2p(ix)-SM have a conjunct relationship with the DMM
are also based on Example 12, Example 13, and Example 8 in a very similar way as the
proof of relationship between the lp-SM (R) and the DMM and are, therefore, omitted.
Moreover, these proofs can be generalized with the same examples to show a conjunct
relationship between the parametric SMs and the SDMM.

5.4 Monotonicity

F~om the corollary of Definition l, it follows that the three types of M we discuss [M (GRM),

M(SM), M(PCM)] are equivalent to the corresponding nonparametric models. Therefore, all
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relationships are equivalent to the relationships between the corresponding nonparametric models.

5.5 Monotone Likelihood Ratio; MLR

From Theorem 10 follows tlrat the np-PCM and the property of MLR X2 are equivalent. Tlrerefore,

all relationslups with respect to MLR Xi can be deduced from np-PCM.

From Theorem 9 it follows that the lp-PCM and lp-PCM (R) imply MLR X~.. The other

relationships are proven in Table 5.

Table 5: Some proofs for the relationship between IRT models

and MLR X}. 0 means that the subset is empty, . means that

the subset is not empty

subset value proof
MLR X~. ` np-GRM . Example 18 ~MLR X}.

Example 18 ~np-GRM (Definition 1).
MLR X} (~ np-GRM . lp-PCM (R) ~MLR X~ (Definition 2, Theorem 9).

lp-PCM (R) ~np-GRM ( Definition 2, Theorem 1, Theo-
rem 2).

rrp-GRM ` MLR X~ . Example 2~np-GRM ( Definition 2 and Theorem 1).
Example 2 -4MLR X} (Theorem 9).

MLR X} ` ISOP . Example 18 ~MLR X~..
Example 18 ~ISOP (Definition 3).

MLR X~ (~ ISOP . Example 1~ISOP (Theorem 6).
Example 1 ~MLR X~..

ISOP ` MLR X} . Example 2~ISOP (Theorem 6).
Example 2 ~4MLR X} (Theorem 9).

Tlre proofs that tlre MLR Xf has a conjunct relationship with the DMM and the SDMM
are omitted because tlrey are also based on Example 18, Example 1 and Example 2, in
a very similar way as the proof of relationship between MLR X} and the ISOP-model.
MLR X} ` np-PCM . Example 18 ~MLR X~.

Example 18 ~np-PCM (Theorem 2).
MLR Xf(~ np-PCM . lp-PCM ~np-PCM (Theorem 1).

lp-PCM ~MLR X~ (Theorem 9).
np-PCM ` MLR Xt . Example 5~np-PCM (Theorem 1).

Example 5 ,-~MLRX~..
MLR Xf ` np-SM . Example 18 ~NILR X}.

Example 18 ~np-SM ( Theorem 2).
MLR X~ (~ np-SM . lp-PCM ~np-SM (Theorem 1, Theorem 2).

lp-PCM ~MLR X~ (Theorem 9).
np-SM ` MLR X~ . Example 5~np-SM ( Theorem 1, Theorem 2).

Example 5 ~MLR X~.
MLR X~. ` lp-GRM . Example 18 ~MLR X}.
(R)
Table 5 continued on the follocving page.
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Table 5: (continued)

subset value proof
Example 18 ~lp-GRM (R) (Theorem 1).

MLR X~ (~ lp-GRM . Example 1~lp-GRM (R).
(R)

Example 1 ~MLR X}.
lp-GRM (R)` MLR Xt . Example 2~lp-GRM (R).

Example 2 ,~MLR X}.
The proofs that the parametric generalizations of the lp-GRM (R), i.e. the lp-GRM,
and the 2p(i)-GRM, have a conjunct relationship with MLR X~. are omitted, because
they are also based on Example 18, Example 1 and Example 2 in a very similar way
as the proof of relationship between the lp-GRM (R) and MLR X~. These proofs can
easily be obtained by applying the hierarchical relationships of Definition 2.
MLR X~ ` lp-SM (R) .

MLR X} n lp-SM (R) .

lp-SM (R)` MLR X~ .

Example 18 ~MLR X~.
Example 18 ,~lp-SM (R) (Theorem
Example 3 ~lp-SM (R).
Example 3 ~MLR Xt.
Example 4 ~lp-SM (R).
Example 4 ~MLR Xt.

1, Theorem 2).

The proofs that the parametric generalizations of the lp-SM (R), i.e. the lp-SM, the
2p(i)-SM, the 2p(ix)-SM and the AM have a conjunct relationship with MLR X} are
omitted, because they are also based on Example 18, Example 1 and Example 2 in
a very similar way as the proof of relationship between the lp-GRM (R) and MLR

X}. These proofs can easily be obtained by applying the hierarchical relationships of
Definition 2.
MLR X~. ` 2p(i)-PCM . Example 18 ~MLR X{.

Example 18 ~2p(i)-PCM (Theorem 1, Theorem 2).
MLR X~ (~ 2p(i)-PCM . lp-PCM (R) ~2p(i)-PCM (Definition 2).

lp-PCM (R) ~MLR Xt (Definition 2, Theorem 9).
2p(i)-PCM ` MLR X~ . Example 5 ~2p(i)-PCM.

Example 5 ~MLR X}.
MLR X~ ` 2p(x)-PCM . Example 18 ~MLR X~.

Example 18 ~2p(x)-PCM (Theorem 1, Theorem 2).
MLR Xt (~ 2p(x)-PCM . lp-PCM (R) ~2p(x)-PCM (Definition 2).

lp-PCM (R) ~MLR X.~ (Definition 2, Theorem 9).
2p(x)-PCM ` MLR X~ . Example 6~2p(x)-PCM.

Example 6 ~MLR X~.
The proof that the 2p(ix)-PCM has a conjunct relationship with MLR X} is omitted,
because it is also based on Example 18, the lp-PCM (R) and Example 6 in a very
similar way as the proof of relationship between the 2p(x)-PCM and MLR X~..
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5.6 Stochastic Ordering of the Sum Score, SOM

Frorn the secorrd corollary of Definition 1 it follows that the np-GRM and the property of SOM

Xi are equivalent. Therefore, all relationships with respect to SOM Xi can be deduced from the

np-GRM.

F~om Tlreorem 11 it follows that all models that have SOM XZ (or equivalently np-GRM) have

SOM X~, while Example 18 shows tlrat SOM XZ and SOM X~ are not equivalent.

Only MLR X~ does not irnply the np-GRM (up to the SOM X.~ row in the Reference Card).

However, Tlreorem 13 stated that MLR X~ ~SOM X~.

5.7 Stochastic Ordering of the Latent Trait, SOL

We first start witlr SOL of the item score (SOL X~). The np-PCM implies SOL X1 (see Theorem 10).

Therefore, models that imply the np-PCM [all parametric GRMs, see Theorem 4, all parametric

PCMs, see Definition 2, the lp-SM (R), the lp-SM and the 2p(i)-SM), see Theorem 5] also imply

SOL Xi. Moreover, MLR Xi also implies SOL XÈ (see Theorem 10). The proof of the remaining

relationships in the Reference Card are given in Table 6.

Table 6: Some proofs for the relationship with SOL Xi. 0

means that the subset is empty, . means that the subset is

not empty

subset value proof
SOL Xi ` np-GRM . Example 17 ~SOL Xi.

Example 17 ~np-GRM (Definition 1}.
SOL Xt (~ np-GRM . lp-PCM (R) ~SOL Xi ( Theorem 10).

lp-PCM (R) ~np-GRM ( Theorem 1, Theorem 2).
np-GRM ` SOL Xi . Example 8 ~np-GRM ( Definition 3).

Example 8 ~4SOL XZ.
SOL Xi ` ISOP . Example 17 ~SOL Xi.

Example 17 ~ISOP (Definition 1, Definition 3).
SOL Xi (~ ISOP . Example 15 ~SOL Xi ( Definition 2, Theorem 10).

Example 15 ~ISOP (Theorem 8).
ISOP ` SOL Xi . Example 8~ISOP (Definition 3).

Example 8 ~SOL Xi.
The proofs that the DMM and the SDMM have a conjunct relationship with SOL Xi

are omitted. These proofs are also based on Example 17, Example 15, and Example 8

and they are very similar to the proof of relationship between the ISOP-model and SOL

Xy.
Table 6 continued on the following page.
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Table 6: (continued)

subset value proof
SOL Xi ` 2p(x)-SM . 2p(i)-SM ( with ai ~ ai~) ~SOL Xi (Theorem 5, Theo-

rem 10).
2p(i)-SM ( with at ~ ai~) ~2p(x)-SM (Definition 2).

SOL Xi (~ 2p(x)-SM . lp-SM ~SOL Xl ( Definition 2, Tlreorem 5, Theorem 10).
lp-SM ~2p(x)-SM ( Definition 2).

2p(x)-SM ` SOL Xi . Example 7~2p(x)-SM.
Example 7 ~SOL X2.

The proofs that the pararnetric generalizations of the 2p(x)-SM, i.e. the 2p(ix)-SM and
the AM have a conjunct relationship with SOL X~ are omitted. These proofs are also
based on the 2p(i)-SM (with ai ~ ai~), the lp-SM and Example 7 and are very similar
to the proof of relationship between the 2p(x)-SM and SOL Xi.
The relationship between SOL Xt and M(GRM)~SOM Xi, M(PCM) and M(SM)
are equivalent to the relationships with the np-GRM, the np-PCM and the np-SM,
respectively.
SOL Xi ` SOM X} . Example 17 ~SOL Xz.

Example 17 ~SOM X~.
SOL Xi (~ 50M X~ . rrp-PCM ~SOL X~ (Theorem 10).

np-PCM ~SOM X} (Theorem 10, Theorem 11).
SOM X f ` SOL Xi . Example 18 ~SOM Xf.

Example 18 ;~SOL X;.
SOL Xi ` MLR X} . Example 19 ~SOL Xi.

Example 19 ~MLR Xf.
SOL X2 (~ MLR X} . lp-PCM ~SOL Xt (Theorem 1, Theorem 10).

lp-PCM ~MLR X} (Theorem 9).
MLR Xf ` SOL Xi . Example 18 ~MLR X~.

Example 18 ~SOL Xi.

Next we give the proofs of the relationships of SOL X~. SOL X} is implied by MLR X} (see

Theorem 9), so all models that imply MLR X~. (the lp-PCM and the lp-PCM (R)) also imply

SOL Xf. The remaining relationships are given in Table 7.

Table 7: Some proofs for the relationship with SOL Xt. 0

means that the subset is empty, . means that the subset is

not empty

subset value proof
SOL X} ` SDMM . Example 18 ~SOL Xt.

Example 18 ~SDMM (Definition 3).
SOL X} (~ SDMM . Example 1~SOL Xt (Theorem 9).

Example 1 ~SDMM (Theorem 6).
SDMM ` SOL Xt . Example 2~SDMM (Theorem 6).

Table 7 continued on the follon~ng page.
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Table 7: (continued)

subset value proof
Example 2 ,~SOL Xt.

The proofs that the generalizations of the SDMM, i.e. the DMM, the ISOP-model and
the np-GRM (see Definition 3) have a conjunct relationship with SOL Xt are omitted.
These proofs are also based on Example 18, Example 1 and Example 2, and are very
similar to the proof of relationship between the SDMM and SOL X}.
SOL X.~ ` np-PCM . Example 18 ~SOL X~.

Example 18 ~np-PCM (Definition 1, Theorem 2).
SOL X.~ (~ np-PCM . lp-PCM ~SOL X} (Theorem 9).

lp-PCM ~np-PCM (Definition 2, Theorem 1).
np-PCM ` SOL Xf . Example 2~np-PCM (Definition 2, Theorem l, Theo-

rem 2).
Example 2 ~SOL Xt.

The proof that the generalizations of the np-PCM, i.e. the np-SM, the and the np-GRM
(see Theorem 2) have a conjunct relationship with SOL X~. are omitted. Tliese proofs
are also based on Example 18, lp-PCM and Example 2, and are very similar to the
proof of relationship between the np-PCM and SOL Xt.
SOL X~. ` lp-GRM (R) . Example 18 ~SOL X.~.

Example 18 ~np-PCM (Definition l, Theorem 1).
SOL X~. (~ lp-GRM . Exarnple 1 ~SOL X} (Theorem 9).
(R)

Example 1 ~lp-GRM (R).
lp-GRM ` SOL X} . Example 2~ lp-GRM (R).

Example 2 ~SOL X~.
The proof that the parametric generalizations of the lp-GRM (R), i.e. lp-GRM and the
2p(i)-GRM ( see Definition 2) have a conjunct relationship with SOL X} are omitted.
These proofs are also based on Example 18, Example 1 and Example 2, and are very
similar to the proof of relationslup between the lp-GRM (R) and SOL X~.
SOL X} ` 2p(x)-PCM . Example 18 ~SOL X~.

Example 18 ~2p(x)-PCM (Theorem 1, Theorem 2).
SOL X~ (~ 2p(x)-PCM . lp-PCM ~SOL X} (Theorem 9).

lp-PCM ~2p(x)-PCM (Definition 2).
2p(x)-PCM ` SOL Xt . Example 6~2p(x)-PCM.

Example 6 ~SOL X}.
SOL X} ` 2p(i)-PCM . Example 18 ~SOL X}.

Example 18 ~2p(i)-PCM (Theorem 1, Theorem 2).
SOL X~ (~ 2p(i)-PCM . lp-PCM ~SOL X~ (Theorem 9).

lp-PCM ~2p(i)-YCNI (llefinition 2).
2p(i)-PCM ` SOL X} . Example 5 ~2p(i)-PCM.

Example 5 ,~SOL X~.
Table 7 continued on the following page.
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Table 7: (continued)

subset value proof
The proof that the generalization of the 2p(i)-PCM or 2p(x)-PCM, i.e. the 2p(ix)-
PCM, has a conjunct relationship with SOL X~ is omitted. Tliis proof is also based
on Example 18, the lp-PCM and Example 5(or Example 6), and is very similar to the
proofs of the relationship between the 2p(x)-PCM and SOL X~ and the relationship
between the 2p(i)-PCM and SOL X~.
SOL X} ` lp-SM (R) . Example 18 ~SOL X}.

Example 18 ~lp-SM (R) (Theorern 1, Theorem 2).
SOL X.~ n lp-SM ( R) . Example 3~SOL X} ( Theorem 9).

Example 3 ~lp-SM (R).
lp-SM (R) ` SOL X~ . Example 4~lp-SM (R).

Example 4 ~SOL X~..
The proofs that the generalizations of the lp-SM (R), i.e. the lp-SM, the 2p(x)-SM, the
2p(i)-SM, the 2p(ix)-SM and the AM have a conjunct relationslup with SOL X~ are
ornitted. These proofs are also based on Example 18, Example 3 Example 4, and are
very similar to the proof of relationship between the lp-SM (R) and SOL Xt.
The relationship between SOL X} and M(GRM) ~ SOM Xi, M (PCM)~MLR X~ and
M(SM) are equivalent to the relationships with the np-GRM, the np-PCM and the
np-SM, respectively.
SOL X~ ` SOL X~ . Example 18 ~SOL X~..

Example 18 ~SOL Xt.
SOL X} (~ SOL XZ . lp-PCM ~SOL X~ ( Theorem 9).

lp-PCM ~SOL Xi ( Theorem 1, Theorem 10).
SOL Xi ` SOL Xt . Example 19 ~SOL XZ.

Example 19 ~SOL X~.
SOL X} ` SOM X} . Example 17 ~SOL X~.

Example 17 ~SOM X}.
SOL Xt (~ SOM X ~ . lp-PCM ~50L X} (Theorem 9).

lp-PCM ~SOM Xt ( Definition 2, Theorem 1, Theorem 10,
Theorem 11).

SOM X} ` SOL X f . Example 8~SOM Xt.
Example 8 ~SOL X.~..

5.8 Invaxiant Item Ordering, IIO

The relationships in the Reference Card with respect to invariant item ordering are for a great

deal determined by Example 20. Example 20 shows that an IIO can occur without the stochastic

ordering properties of SOM Xi, SOM X.~, SOL Xt and SOL X~. The relationships discussed

previously show that this implies that the subset "IIO ` model" is not empty for all models and

all properties, so the relationships ~and ~do not exist. The results are given in Table 8.
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Table 8: So7n.e proofs for the relatior~ship with IIO. ~ rneans

that the subset is errapty, . ~neans that the subset is not e~npty

subset
IIO ` lp-GRM (R)

IIO (~ lp-GRM (R)
lp-GRM (R)` IIO
IIO ` 1 p-GRM

IIO (~ lp-GRM

lp-GRM ` IIO

value proof
. Example 20 ~IIO.

Example 20 ,~lp-GRM (R).
. (Theorem 6).
0 (Theorem 6).
. Example 20 ~IIO.

Exarnple 20 ~ lp-GRM.
. lp-GRM (R) ~IIO (Theorem 6).

lp-GRM (R) ~lp-GRM (Definition 2).
. Example 9 ~ lp-GRM.

Example 9 ~IIO.
The lp-GRM is a special case of all parametric GRMs [except lp-GRM (R)] (see Def-
inition 2), the np-GRM, the np-PCM, the np-SM (see Definition 2, Theorem 4, and
Theorem 2) and tlie DMM (see Theorem 12). The proofs of the relationships between
these models and IIO are omitted. These proofs are also based on Example 20, the lp-
GRM (R) and Example 9 and are very similar to the proof of the relationship between
the lp-GRM (R) and IIO.
IIO ` ISOP

IIO (~ ISOP
ISOP ` IIO
IIO ` SDMM

IIO (~ SDMM
SDMM ` IIO
IIO ` lp-PCM (R)

IIO (~ lp-PCM (R)
lp-PCM (R)` IIO
IIO ` lp-PCM

IIO (~ lp-PCM

lp-PCM ` IIO

m

.
0

0
.

Example 20 ~IIO.
Example 20 ~ISOP.
(Theorem 6).
(Theorem 6).
Example 20 ~IIO.
Exainple 20 ,~SDMM.
(Theorem 6).
(Theorem 6).
Example 20 ~IIO.
Example 20 ~lp-PCM (R).
Theorem 8, Theorem 6.
Theorem 8, Theorem 6.
Example 20 ~IIO.
Example 20 ,~lp-PCM.

. lp-PCM (R) ~IIO (Theorem 8, Theorem 6).
lp-PCM (R) ~lp-PCM (Definition 2).
Example 14 ~lp-PCM.
Example 14 ~SIIO.

The proofs that the parametric generalizations of the lp-PCM; i.e. the 2p(x)-PCM, the
2p(i)-PCM, and the 2p(ix)-PCM have a conjunct relationship with IIO are omitted.
Tliese proofs are also based on Example 20, lp-PCM (R) Example 14, and are very
similar to the proof of relationship between the lp-PCM and IIO.
IIO ` lp-SM (R) . Example 20 ~IIO.

Example 20 ,~lp-SM (R).
IIO (~ lp-SM (R) . Theorem 14.
Table 8 continued on the following page.
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Table 8: (continued)

subset value proof
lp-SM (R) ` IIO 0 Theorem 14.
IIO ` lp-SM . Example 20 ~IIO.

Example 20 ~ lp-SM.
IIO (~ lp-SM . lp-SM (R) ~IIO (Theorem 14).

lp-SM (R) ~lp-SM (Definition 2).
lp-SM ` IIO . Example 11 ~ lp-SM.

Example 11 ~IIO.
The proofs that the parametric generalizations of the lp-SM, i.e. the 2p(x)-SM, the
2p(i)-SM, the 2p(ix)-SM and the AM have a conjunct relationship with IIO are omitted.
Tliese proofs are also based on Example 20, lp-SM (R) Example 11, and are very similar
to the proof of relationship between the lp-SM and IIO.
Tlie relationship between IIO and M(GRM) ~ SOM Xi, M (PCM)~MLR Xi and M
(SM) are equivalent to the relations}ups with the np-GRM, the np-PCM and the np-SM,
respectively.
IIO ` MLR X~. . Example 20 ~IIO.

Example 20 ;-~MLR X}.
IIO (~ MLR X~ . lp-PCM (R) ~IIO ( Theorem 8, Theorem 6).

lp-PCM (R) ~MLR X} (Definition 2, Theorem 9).
MLR Xt ` IIO . Example 14 ~MLR X} (Theorem 9).

Example 14 ~IIO.
IIO ` SOM X~ . Example 20 ~IIO.

Example 20 ~SOM X~..
IIO (~ SOM X~ . lp-PCM (R) ~IIO (Theorem 8, Theorem 6).

lp-PCM (R) ~SOM X~ (Definition 2, Theorem 9, Theo-
rem 13).

SOM Xt ` IIO . Example 14 ~SOM Xt (Theorem 9, Theorem 13).
Example 14 ,--~IIO.

IIO ` SOL X2 . Example 20 ~IIO.
Example 20 ~SOL Xi.

IIO (~ SOL Xi . lp-PCM (R) ~IIO (Theorem 8, Theorem 6).
lp-PCM (R) ~SOL Xti (Definition 2, Theorem 1, Theo-
rem 10).

SOL Xi ` IIO . Example 14 ~SOL Xi (Definition 2, Theorem 1, Theo-
rem 10).
Example 14 ~IIO.

IIO ` SOL X.~ . Example 20 ~IIO.
Example 20 ~SOL X~.

IIO (~ SOL X~ . lp-PCM (R) ~IIO (Theorem 8, Theorem 6).
lp-PCM (R) ~SOL X} (Definition 2, Theorem 9).

SOL X~. ` IIO . Example 14 ~SOL X~ ( Theorem 9).
Example 14 ~iIIO.
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6 Discussion

We presented an overview of relationships between various polytomous IRT models and various

statistical properties in this paper, collected in a single table called a Reference Card. By assuming

that the models as well as the properties are a set of assumptions we can treat both on the same

level. Hereby, this paper differs from other papers that investigate the relationships between models

and properties. With the Reference Card we aimed to provide a unified framework of the known

relatioriships between the discussed models and properties and to complete this framework with

coinpletely new results and with relationships that were not known so far but could be derived

from the known literature. Many of the new results were established with (counter) examples.

An application of the Reference Card is to get insight in the hierarchical relationships between

polytomous IRT models and statistical properties, and so providing information about the useful-

ness of certain models. A model that implies a desirable statistical property is more favorable than

a model that does not imply this property. However, looking at the relationships, we find that

important relationships such as SOL Xt and IIO are not implied by any inodel or any property

(besides that MLR X} implies SOL X}) but have conjunct relationships. This gives us relatively

little information about the usefulness of certain models with respect to these relationships. There-

fore, we are currently investigating how often certain frequently used models imply MLR X}, SOL

X} and IIO, and if a specific model does not imply a property how bad the damage is.

Another application of the Reference Card is to use it as a basis for investigating the observable

properties of polytornous IRT models. In this case the observable properties could be included in

the Reference Card. For both applications, however, adding more models and properties to the

Reference Card and specifying the conjunct relationships could lead to a valuable toolkit for both

applications of polytomous IRT and research in polytomous IRT.
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A Examples

Now we give some numerical examples used in tliis paper:

Example 1 shows there exists a lp-GRM (R) that has MLR Xf. This example consists of two

items (i - 1, 2) with three response categories (~ - 0,1, 2). Let the location parameters

Qtx - T~ ~- b~, with ~~ b~ - 0. If Tl --1, T2 - 1, bl --.5, b2 -.5 then all g(K, K- 1) are

rnonotonically nondecreasing in B. This is depicted in Figure 4. The lines denote (clockwise

frorn the top) g(1, 0; 6}, g(2,1; B), g(3, 2; B), g(4, 3; 8), where g(K, C; B) is Likelihood Ratio
P x -x B~x}-~Ioi .

Example 2 shows there exists a lp-GRM (R) that does not have SOL X~. The example is based
on two items with four categories. B has a discrete distribution with 2 ordered nodes, 9- 1
and B--1. In the table below we give the location parameters, the conditional distributions
P(Xi 1 x~8) and P(6 1 s~X}).

parameters item 1

x 0 1 2 3

ót -1.249 -1.249 -1.249

Ty

~ix

-1.046 -1.014 2.061

-2.295 -2.263 .812

P(Xl ~ x~B)

parameters item 2

0 1 2 3

-.422 -.422 -.422

-1.046 -1.014 2.061

-1.468 -1.436 1.639

P(X2 ~ x~B)
x 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

B - -1 1 .785 .780 .140 1 .615 .605 .067
B - 1 1 .964 .963 .546 1 .922 .920 .346

P(B ~ s~X~)
Xf 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

B~-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

B ~ 1 .008 .011 .034 .150 .141 .478 .827

From tliis table we can see that tlie probability of at least a 9-value of 1 is greater for X} - 3

than it is for X~ - 4. Therefore, SOL X~. does not hold.

Example 3 shows there exists a lp-SM (R) that has MLR X~. This example consists of two

items ( i - l, 2) with three response categories (x - 0,1, 2). Let the location parameters

Qtx - Ty f bx, with ~~ b~ - 0. If Tl - - 1, T2 - 1, bl --.5, b2 -.5 then all g(K, K- 1) are

monotonically nondecreasing in 9. This is depicted in Figure 5. The lines denote (clockwise

from the top} g(1, 0; 9), g(2, 1; B), g(3, 2; 6), g(4, 3; B), where g(K, C; 9) is P x -x B~x}-~~Bl.
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Figure 4: Four Likelihood ratio functions Figure 5: Four Likelihood ratio functions

g(K, C; 6), K- l, ..., 4; C- K- 1 of the Ip- g(K, C; B), K- 1, ..., 4; C- K- 1 of the 1p-

GRM with rating scale restrictions on two items SM with rating scale restrictions on two items

with three categories (Exa~nple 1). For parame- with three categories ( Example 3). For param-

ter values see text. eter vadues see text.

ó

00
.zo

r~.e~~

Figure 6: Two ISRFs of the 1p-SM (R) on two Figure 7: Two ISRFs of the 1p-PCM (R) on

items (solid vs dotted) with three categories ( Ex- two items (solid vs dotted) with three categories

ample 13). For parameter values see text. ( Example 15). For parameter values see text.
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Example 6 shows there exists a 2p(x)-PCM that does not have SOL X}. The example is based on
two items with four categories. B has a discrete distribution with 2 ordered nodes, 9- 1 and
9--1. In the table below we give the discrimination parameters, the location parameters,
the conditional distributions P(X`-x~o1 , and P(B ~ s~X~.). It may be noted that(X;-xle)} (X:-x-i~o) -
Hemker et al. (1996; Figure 5) provided an example where MLR Xt does not hold for the
2p(x)-PCM. This example, however, is more general.

parameters item 1 parameters item 2
x 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

a;x .149 1.525 9.431 .149 1.525 9.431

Q1z -1.227 -2.310 .571 .395 -1.202 -.066
(Xi-y~e) (X2-x~B)

(JCg i--~(X1-x-l~e~ (X2-x~BÍ-~ (X2-x-1~8)
x 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

B - -1 1 .508 .881 .017
B - 1 1 .582 .993 1.000

1 .448 .576 .000

1 .523 .966 1.000

P(9 ~ s~X~)

Xf 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

B~-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

9~ 1 3.47 10-'A 4.67 10-14 9.05 10-13 2.75 10-6 3.47 10-6 4.35 10-3 1.000

From tlris table we can see that the probability of at least a 9-value of 1 is greater for Xf- 3

than it is for X} - 4. Therefore, SOL X f does not hold.

Example 8 shows there is a Strong Double Monotonicity Model (SDMM) that is not an np-SM

and does neither have SOL Xi nor SOL X}. It is based on the joint distributions of two

items (i - 1, 2), with 3 categories (~ - 0,1, 2) and B. B has a discrete distribution with two

ordered nodes (B1 G 82) with probabilities P(B - B1) -.958 and P(B - B2) -.042. In the

tables below we give:

. the joint distributions P(Xl - x, B- Bt) and P(XZ -~, 9- Bt);

. P(Xl ~ T~B) and P(X~ 1 xl9) which determine the SDMM.

. P(Xl ~ x 9) and P(`Y2 ~~ e) which determine the np-SM.PXl)x-19 PX2~x-16

. P(9 ) c~Xl - x) and P(B ~ c~X2 - x), which determine SOL Xi;

. P(B ~ c~X~. - K), which determine SOL X~;

The bold face numbers denote violations of the assumptions.
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P(X, - x, a- et) P(X2 - x, e- et)
x 0 1 2 0 1 2

Bl .426 .186 .347 .299 .187 .427
B2 5.9110-3 1.8910-2 1.7310-2 2.0710-3 1.4110-2 2.5510-2

(SOM Xt) P(Xl ? x~9 - 9t)
x 0 1

P(X2 ~ x~e - et)
2 0 1 2

91 1 .556 .362 1 .688 .493
B2 1 .858 .414 1 .950 .611

(np-SM)

x

P 11x - t XZ~x - t
P(Xl ~ x- 1~9 - Bt) P(X2 ~ x- 1~9 - 6t)

0 - 1 2 0 1 2

Bl 1 .556 .651 1

82 1 .858 .470 1
(SOL Xt) P(B ~ Bt~XI - x)
x

.688 .716

.950 .643

P(B ~ 9t~X1 - x)
0 1 2 0 1 2

91 1 1 1 1 1 1
92 .014 .091 .047 .007 .070 .051
(SOL X}) P(B ~ 9t~Xf - K)
K 0 1 2 3 4

B1 1 1 1 1 1

92 2.2110-3 2.0310-2 2.9410-2 9.7310-2 5.8210-2

Bold faced values indicate a violation of the corresponding property, so the np-SM, SOL Xi

and SOL X~ do not hold. The table also shows that the P(Xi ~ x~B) do not intersect and

that each category of item 2 is easier thari the corresponding category of item 1 for both

values of 9, so the SDMM holds.

Example 9 shows there exists a lp-GRM that is not a DMM and does not have an IIO. The
example is based on two items with 3 categories. B has a discrete distribution with 2 ordered
nodes, 9- 1 and B--1. In the table below we give the location parameters, the conditional
distributions P(Xi ~ x~9), and the conditional expected values E(Xz~9).
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parameters item 1 parameters item 2

x 0 1 2 0 1 2

Qix -.117 .255 -1.264 1.121

(SOM X;) P(Xl ~ x~8) P(X2 ~ x~8)
x 0 1 2 0 1 2

9 - -1 1 .293 .222 1 .566 .906

B - 1 1 .753 .678 1 .107 .470

(IIO) ~(X~ ~9) E(Xz ~9)

B - -1 1.514 1.673

9 - 1 2.431 2.376

~om this table we can see that for B--1 item 2 is easier than item 1 [E(X1~9) C E(X2~B)],

while for 9- 1 item 1 is easier tharr item 2 [E(Xr~B) ~ E(X2~B)]. Therefore, IIO does not

hold.

Example 10 shows there exists a 2p(i)-GRM that is not a DMM. The example is based on two
iterns with 3 categories. B has a discrete distribution with 2 ordered nodes, 9--1 and B- 1.
In the table below we give the discrimination parameters, tlre location parameters and the
couditional distributions P(X2 ~ x~9).

parameters item 1 parameters item 2
x 0 1 2 0 1 2

at 2.960 2.960 1.073 1.073
Q;y -1.011 . 788 -1.150 .955

P(Xl 1 x~B) P(X2 ~ x~B)
x 0 1 2 0 1 2

B - -1 1 .508 .005 1 .540 .109

B - 1 1 .997 .652 1 .909 .512

F~rom this table we can see that P(Xl 1 l~B) and P(X2 1 1~B) intersect, and P(Xl 1 2~9)

and P(Xl 1 2~B) intersect as well. Tlierefore, the DMM does not hold.

Example 11 shows there exists a lp-SM that does not have IIO. The example is based on two
items wi6h 3 categories. B has a discrete distribution with 2 ordered nodes; B~ --1.00 and
92 - 1.00. In the table below we give the location parameters, the conditional distributions
P(Xi ~ x~B), and the conditiorral expected values E(XT~B).
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parameters item 1 parameters item 2

x 0 1 2 0 1 2

Q:z -.091 -1.628 -1.130 .837

P(Xl ~ x~6) P(X2 1 x~B)

x 0 1 2 0 1 2

8 - -1 1 .287 .187 1 .532 .073

B - 1 1 .749 .698 1 .894 .483

E(Xl ~9) ~(Xz~9)

B - -1 1.474 1.605

9 - 1 2.447 2.377

From this table we can see that for 9 --1 item 2 is easier than item 1 (E(X1~B) C E(X2~B)),

while for 9- 1 item 1 is easier than item 2 (E(X1~9) ~ E(X2~B)). Therefore, IIO does not

hold.

Example 12 shows there exists an lp-SM (R) that is not a DMM. The example is based on two
items with 3 categories. B has a discrete distribution with 2 ordered nodes, B- -1) and
B- 1. In the table below we give the location parameters and the conditional distributions
P(X~ ~ x~B).

parameters item 1 parameters item 2

x 0 1 2 0 1 2

Qtx -.096 -.787 .872 .181
P(Xl 1 x~B) P(XZ 1 x~B)

x 0 1 2 0 1 2

8 - -1 1 .288 .129 1 .133 .031
B - 1 1 .750 .642 1 .532 .369

From tlus table we can see that P(Xl ) 2~B) and P(XZ ~ 1~9) intersect. Therefore, the

DMM does not hold.

Example 13 shows there exists a lp-SM (R) that is also an SDMM. The example is based on two

iterns with 3 categories. B has a continuous distribution with, which is approximated by 2000

ordered nodes, equally spaced between B--20 and 9- 20. If the item parts of the location

parameters are bl --1 and ~2 - 0, and the category parts of the location parameters are

Tl --1 and T2 - 1 then the ISRFs P(Xt ~ x~B) are nondecreasing and non-intersecting and

P(Xl ~ x~B) ~ P(X2 ~ x~B) for x- 1, 2. So the SDMM holds. This is depicted in Figure 6

on page 36.
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Example 14 shows there exists lp-PCM that does not have an IIO. The example is based on two
items with 3 categories. 8 has a discrete distribution with 2 ordered nodes, 91 --1.00 and
6l - 1.00. In the table below we give the location parameters, the conditional distributions
P(X~ ~ x~9), and the conditional expected values E(X~~6).

parameters item 1 parameters item 2

x 0 1 2 0 1 2

Nix .142 .818 .624 .010

P(Xl ~ x~B) P(XZ 1 x~B)

x 0 1 2 0 1 2

8 - -1 1 .271 .038 1 .212 .057

B - 1 1 .838 .457 1 .543 .615

(IIO) E(X1~9) ~(.Y2~9)

B - -1 1.309 1.269

B - 1 2.296 2.458

From this table we can see that for B--1 item 1 is easier than item 2 [E(X2~B) C E(X1~B)],

while for B- 1 item 2 is easier than item 1 [~(XZ~B) ~ E(Xl ~B)]. Therefore, IIO does not

hold.

Example 15 shows there exists a lp-PCM (R) that is also an DMM. The exarnple is based on two

items with 3 categories. 9 has a continuous distribution with, wluch is approximated by 2000

ordered nodes, equally spaced between B- -20 and B - 20. If the item parts of the location

parameters are bl --1 and b2 - 0, and the category parts of the locatiori parameters are

Tl --1 and T2 - 1 then the ISRFs P(X~ ~~~B) are nondecreasing and non-intersecting. So

the DMM holds. This is depicted in Figure 6 on page A. Since the lp-PCM (R) implies the

ISOP-model (Tlieorem 8), it can be concluded from Definition 3 that the SDMM holds as

well.

Example 16 shows there exists an lp-PCM ( R) that is not a DMM. The example is based on
two items with 3 categories. 6 has a discrete distribution with 2 ordered nodes, 8--1 and
8- 1. In tlie table below we give the location parameters aiid the conditional distributions
P(Xi ~ x~B).
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parameters item 1 parameters item 2
x 0 1 2 0 1 2

Nt2 .403 -1.340 -.441 -2.184
P(Xl 1 x~B) P(X2 1 x~B)

x 0 1 2 0 1 2

B - -1 1 .372 .217 1 .709 .543
B - 1 1 .954 .870 1 .990 .951

F~om this table we can see that P(Xl ~ 1~B) and P(XZ ) 2~9) intersect. Therefore, the

DMM does not hold.

Example 17 shows there is a model that has SOL X;, and SOL X~, but that does not have
SOM Xt, SOM Xt, MLR Xi, and MLR X~.. It is based on the joint distribution of a
single item X and B, and therefore the item score equals the total score, SOL Xl is equal
to SOL X~., SOM Xti is equal to SOM X~ and MLR Xi is equal to MLR X}. The item
has 3 categories and B has a discrete distribution witlr three ordered nodes with probabilities
P(8 - B1) -.502, P(B - B2) -.070, P(8 - B3) -.428. The joint distribution P(X, 9), and
P(X 1 x~9 - 6t), P(9 ~ Bt~X - x) and P(X - kI9 - 9t)~P(X - k- lI6 - et) (for k- 1, 2)
are

P(x - x, e- et) (soM) P(x ~ xle - et)
x o 1 2 x o 1 2

Bl .213 .210 .080 61 1 .577 .159

B2 .032 .012 .026 B2 1 .545 .368

B3 .033 .085 .309 B3 1 .922 .723

(SOL) P(B 1 9t~X - x) (MLR) MLR(1,0) MLR(2,1)

x 0 1 2

B1 1 1 1 Bl .99 .38

B2 .235 .317 .808 B2 .39 2.07

B3 .120 .277 .746 B3 2.55 3.63

The bold face numbers indicate violations of the assumptions.

Example 18 shows there is a model which has SOM X}, SOL X}, and MLR X~., but does not

have SOM Xl, SOL Xi, and MLR Xi. It is based on the joint distributions of two items

(i - 1, 2), with 3 categories (x - 0,1, 2) and 9. 9 has a discrete distributiorr with two ordered

nodes (Bl G B2) with equal probabilities. In the tables below we give:

. the joint distributions P(Xl, B - Bt) and P(X2i 9- Bt);

. P(XI ~ x~6 - Bt) and P(X2 ~ x~B - 9t), which deterrnine SOM Xi;
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. P(9 1 9t~X1) and P(B ) 9t~X2), which determine SOL Xt;

~ P(x,-i~o-ot)~ P(x,-2~o-0~)~ P(x2-ilo-ot)~ and P(X2-a~o-o`) which determine MLR X.(xg ,-ó~o-o~) (x~-~~ó-et) (x~ (x1s 2-ijo-et), :

. P(X~ ~ K~9 - Bt), for K - 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, which determines SOM X};

. P(8 ~ 9t~X~), which determine SOL Xt;

P X -K 0-0~. , for K - 4, 3, 2,1 which determines MLR X~.(xt-K-ilo-o~)
Tlie bold face numbers denote violations of the assumptions.

x

B1
B2

P(Xl - x, e - e~) P(X2 - x,B - 9t)
0 1 2 0 1 2

.053 .244 .203 .103 .326 .071

.027 .352 .120

(SOM X;) P(Xl ~ x~B - Bt)
x 0 1 2

B1 1 .894 .406

82 1 .946 .240

(SOL X,) P(B ~ Bt~XI - x)

x 0 1 2

91 1 1 1
BZ

(MLR X;)

x

.339 .591 .372

.027 .121 .352
P(X2 ~ x~B - Bc)

0 1 2

1 .794 .143
1 .945 .703
P(B ~ Bt~XI - x)

0 1 2

1 1 1
.210 .270 .831

x,-z e-e~ x,-z e-e,
(xt-x-l~e-ei) (xz-y-1~8-Bi)

1 2 1 2

Bl 4.591 .833 3.173 .219
B2 12.94 .341 4.406 2.906

(SOM Xf) P(X~ ~ K~B - Bt)
K 0 1 2 3 4

81 1 .978 .808 .392 .058

B2 1 .997 .945 .723 .169

(SOL X} ) P(9 ~ Bt ~X~ - K) SOL Xf
K 0 1 2 3 4

91 1 1 1 1 1

e2 .120 .235 .348 .624 .745
(MLR Xf) x -x e-e~

(Xt-K-I~B-B~)

K 0 1 2 3 4

Bl .870 .852 .577 .678

B2 1.944 1.483 1.793 1.194
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Example 19 shows there exists a model that has SOL Xi, and MLR X~, but does not have

SOL X~ and MLR X}. It is based on the joint distributions of two items ( i - 1, 2), with 3

categories (x - 0, 1, 2) and B. B has a discrete distributioii witli two ordered nodes (B1 c 92)

with probabilities P(9 - Bl) -.614 and P(B - B2) -.386. In the tables below we give:

. the joint distributions P(Xl -~, B- Bt) and P(XZ -~, 8- Bt);

. P(8 ~ c~Xl - x) and P(9 1 c~X2 -~), which determine SOL Xi;

~ P x1-i o-et ~ P x,-a 9-ot ~ P x2-i B- ec ~ and P(x2-2~6-et), which determine MLR Xi
(x,-o~0-et) (x,-i~o-et) (x2-o~o-et) P(x2-~le-et)

. P(B ~ c~Xt - K), which determine SOL Xt;

~ P xt-K o-et) for K - 4, 3, 2, 1 which determines MLR X}.
(xf-K-ile-B~)

The bold face numbers denote violations of the assurnptions.
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x

P(xr - x,a - et) P(x2 - x,e - et)
0 1 2 0 1 2

Bl .201 .410 .002 .416 .017 .181

Bz .017 .065 .304 .181 .012 .193

(SOM Xs) P(Xr - x~e - Bc) P(Xz - x~B - 9c)
x 0 1 2 0 1 2

Bl .382 .668 .004 .677 .028 .294
Bz .043 .169 .788 .468 .032 .501
(soL xt) P(e ~ etlxl - x) P(e ~ etlxr - x)
x 0 1 2 0 1 2

BI 1 1 1 1 1 1

9z .076 .137 .992 .303 .413 .517

(MLR X;) r- x - e z - x - c
P X, -x-1B-Bc P Xz -x-19-9;

x 1 2 1 2

BI 2.04 .006 .04 10.05
9z 3.93 4.66 .07 15.66

P(x} - K~B - 9c)

K 0 1 2 3 4

91 .222 .462 .118 .197 .001

9z .020 .080 .395 .110 .395

(SOL Xf) P(9 ~ Bt~X} - K)
K 0 1 2 3 4

B1 1 1 1 1 1

Bz .054 .099 .678 .259 .996

(MLR Xf) x -x e-e~
~xf-x-r~e-e,)

K 0 1 2 3 4

9, .95 .36 2.30 .005

Bz 1.83 6.84 .38 3.85

Example 20 slrows there exists a model that has an IIO but does not have SOM Xi [or equiva-

lently M(GRM)], SOL Xi and SOL X~. It is based on the joint distributions of two items

(i. - 1, 2), wit.h 3 categories (~ - 0;1; 2) a.nd B. 9 has a discrete distribution with two ordPred

nodes (B1 C Bz) with probabilities P(9 - B1) -.901 and P(9 - B2) -.099. In the tables

below we give:

. the joint distributions P(Xl - x, B- Bt) and P(X2 - x, B- Bt);

. P(Xl ) x~B) and P(X2 1 x~B) which determine SOM Xi.
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. E(X1~9) and E(X2~B) which determine an IIO.

. P(B ~ c~Xl - x) and P(B ~ c~X2 - x), which determine SOL Xi;

. P(B ~ c~X~ - K), which determine SOL X~;

The bold face numbers denote violations of the assumptions.

x
P(Xl - x, B- Bt) P(Xa - x, B- 9t)

0 1 2 0 1 2

B1 .339 .339 .223 .389 .103 .409
B2 1.8610-3 8.3510-2 1.3710-2 3.3410-3 4.5510-2 5.0410-2
(SOM X2) P(Xl ) x~B - Bt) P(X2 ~ x~9 - Bt)
x 0 1 2 0 1 2
Bl 1 .624 .247 1 .569 .454
B2 1 .981 .139 1 .966 .508
(IIO) E(Xl ~8) ~(Xs~e)

Bl 1.871 2.023
B2 2.210 2.474
(SOL Xt) P(B ~ 9t~X1 - x) P(B 1 Bt~XI - x)
x 0 1 2 0 1 2

Bl 1 1 1 1 1 1
92 .005 .198 .058 .009 . 305 .109
(SOL X.~) P(e ~ et~X} - K)
K 0 1 2 3 4

BI 1 1 1 1 1
92 4.2810-4 1.9410-2 .120 .213 .065

Bold faced values indicate a violation of the corresponding property. So this table shows that

SOM Xi, SOL Xi and SOL X~ do not hold, and as a consequence none of the models in the

Reference Card, nor SOM X~, nor MLR Xi, nor MLR X} hold. Since item 2 is easier that

item 1 for both values of 9 this model allows an IIO.
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B List of Acronyms

AM acceleration model page 9
COC cumulative operating characteristic page 6
DM double monotonicity page 7
DMM double monotonicity model page 8
GRM graded response model page 6
IIO invariant item ordering page 10
ISOP isotonic ordinal probabilistic rnodel page 8
IRT item response theory page 2
ISRF item step response function page 6
LI local independence page 3
M monotonicity page 3
M(GRM) monotonicity of the item step response function page 10

of the class of graded response models
M(PCM) monotonicity of the item step response furiction page 10

of the class of partial credit models
M(SM) monotonicity of the item step response function page 10

of the class of sequential models
MLR monotone likelihood ratio page 10
np nonparametric page 7
OC operating characteristic page 5
PCM partial credit model page 6
R rating scale page 9
SDM strong double monotoriicity page 7
SDMM strong double monotonicity model page 8
SOL stochastic ordering of the latent trait page 10
SOM stochastic ordering of the observed score page 10
U unidimensionality page 3
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